
Final Exam Review Session
https://pollev.com/comp110260 (rank in order)



Outline
● Basics
● Arrays

○ Appending to them

● For / While Loops (dovetail w/above)
● Environment Diagram cheat sheet
● Linked Lists / Node
● Recursion (also w/o nodes)
● Filter, Map, Reduce
● Classes and Objects
● Object Oriented Programming
● Time for Questions/Optional Worksheet (45 min of 2 hrs)
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Ways to hold information. Declare & initialize
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Variables

Ways to hold information. Declare & initialize

“let” keyword (type inference but don’t get confused)

Primitive vs. Reference Data Types

Keep in mind scope - where a variable is DECLARED

TOPICS PAGE

https://comp110.com/topics/variables-statements-and-expressions


Expressions

A statement;

Expressions are statements that can be evaluated

Expressions “become” whatever they evaluate to

TOPICS PAGE

https://comp110.com/topics/variables-statements-and-expressions/expressions-operators-and-pedmas


Control Flow

Functions defined (including main function)

main(); <--call to main kicks it off

main runs and calls other functions from inside it

TOPICS PAGE

https://comp110.com/topics/control-flow


While Loops

Block of code that loops as long as a conditional statement is true

Counter variable is scoped outside of the repeating block

TOPICS PAGE

https://comp110.com/topics/loops/while-loops


For Loops

Conditional iterative statement 

Repeats block of code while the conditional statement is true

TOPICS PAGE

https://comp110.com/topics/loops/for-loops


While Loops            vs.            For Loops

Counter variable scoped outside the 
repeating block

Good for when you don’t know how 
many times you’ll want to loop 

(or, if you’re checking a boolean 
variable as your condition)

Counter variable scoped inside the 
repeating block

Good for when you do know how 
many times you’ll want to loop



Arrays

● Named variable that can hold multiple values 
● The element (value) can be addressed by an index number

○ First index is always 0!

● Elements in an array all have to be of the same type
○ Can be any type -- number, string, boolean, object, etc.

Element

Index

TOPICS PAGE

https://comp110.com/topics/arrays/arrays-overview


Syntax of Arrays

Syntax for declaring an array: 
let <name>: <type>[];

Construct an empty array by initializing with empty square 
brackets: let <name>: <type>[] = [];

Element

Index

Construct an array with elements: let <name>: <type>[] = [<value>, <value>, <value>];

TOPICS PAGE

https://comp110.com/topics/arrays/arrays-overview


Appending Elements to Arrays

To add an element at a specific index of an array: 

<name>[<index>] = <value>;

To add an element to the end of an array: 

<name>[<name>.length] = <value>;

Determining the next available index to append: 

● For an empty array [], next available index is 0

● Array of 1 element, next available index is 1

● Array of 7 elements, next available index is 7

TOPICS PAGE

https://comp110.com/topics/arrays/arrays-overview


For Loops with Arrays

Useful when: 

● Changing every element in an 
array 

● Executing a piece of code based 
on the value of every element

● Collecting user input

Common syntax for an array a: 

for (int i = 0; i < a.length; i++) {
// code using a[i] to access each 

            element, one by one
}

TOPICS PAGE

https://comp110.com/topics/arrays/arrays-overview


Reference for Arrays



Environment Diagrams

Tracing code expression by expression and representing it by drawing a 
diagram of the stack and the heap.

The stack keeps track of values and program execution in frames. Each 
function call adds a frame onto the stack.

The heap keeps track of references and complex data types. Each new object 
allocation (objects, arrays, functions) introduces something onto the heap. 

https://comp110.com/topics/the-state-of-the-program



Environment Diagrams Process

1. Scan program
a. Write down Globals on stack
b. Draw arrows to function / class placeholders in heap

2. Follow function calls until end of execution
a. Usually begins with a call to main (or a function call at the last line)

3. Steps to evaluating a function
a. Go line by line
b. Refer to cheat sheet for line actions.



Environment Diagrams Cheat Sheet

https://comp110.com/topics/the-state-of-the-program

Globals variables / classes / functions!



Environment Diagrams Cheat Sheet

https://comp110.com/topics/the-state-of-the-program

Variable declaration! Values on stack, refs on heap



Environment Diagrams Cheat Sheet

https://comp110.com/topics/the-state-of-the-program

Variable modification! Use name resolution to find, 
and update the variable.

x += 20;



Environment Diagrams Cheat Sheet

https://comp110.com/topics/the-state-of-the-program

Function/ Method call! New stack frame, drop bookmark.



Environment Diagrams Cheat Sheet

https://comp110.com/topics/the-state-of-the-program

Begin function! Define parameters.



Environment Diagrams Cheat Sheet

https://comp110.com/topics/the-state-of-the-program

End of a function! Set return value  resume execution.



Linked Lists & Nodes!
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Linked Lists & Nodes!

value
“go”

next

value
“tar”

next

value
“heels”

next

null

yayfinished middle

TOPICS PAGE

https://comp110.com/topics/linked-lists


Recursion with Linked Lists

value
“go”

next

value
“tar”

next

value
“heels”

next

null

yayfinished

TOPICS PAGE

1 + size (middle)
       1 + size (yay)

    1 + size (null)
 0

      Final answer: 3

middle

https://comp110.com/topics/linked-lists


Recursion without Linked Lists

TOPICS PAGE
Also see Quiz 4 Review Session Slides

factorial(5)
factorial(4) * 5

factorial(3) * 4
factorial(2) * 3

factorial(1) * 2
factorial(0) * 1
        1

All you need!
- base case
- recursive call

Final answer: 1*1*2*3*4*5 = 120 

https://comp110.com/topics/recursion


Recursion Reminder

TOPICS PAGE
Also see Quiz 4 Review Session Slides

Anything you can do 
with one, you can do 
with the other!

https://comp110.com/topics/recursion


Functional Whats?

? ? ?



Functional Interfaces

A function's type includes the number, order, and type of its parameters as well 
as its return type. We can name these function types using functional 
interfaces.

The primary application for this is for use within higher-order functions.

https://comp110.com/topics/functional-programming/functional-interfaces



Functional Interfaces

Syntax:

https://comp110.com/topics/functional-programming/functional-interfaces



Higher order functions

When a function takes in another function as a parameter, that is an example of 
a higher order function.

https://comp110.com/topics/functional-programming/higher-order-functions



Sassy
https://comp110.com/topics/functional-programming/higher-order-functions



Sassy

?
?
?

https://comp110.com/topics/functional-programming/higher-order-functions



Generic Functional Interfaces

Functional interfaces can also have some, or all of the definition be generic.

https://comp110.com/topics/functional-programming/functional-interfaces



Predicate

Special functional interface that defines a function that takes in an element and 
returns a boolean value.

https://comp110.com/topics/functional-programming/filter



Filtering

The process of taking in a list / array and outputting another list / array that 
conforms to some criteria.

Ex. 

Take in a number list and return a list of only numbers greater than five.
Take in a string list and return a list of only strings starting with “b”

https://comp110.com/topics/functional-programming/filter



Transform

Special functional interface that defines a function that takes in an element and 
returns an element of another type.

T and U can be the same type!

https://comp110.com/topics/functional-programming/map-and-the-transform-interface



Mapping

The process of taking in a list / array and outputting another list / array where 
every element has been “transformed” into another element.

Ex. 

Take in a number list / array and return a list / array with every number squared.
Take in a string list / array and return a list / array of numbers that correspond 
to a string’s length
Take in a boolean list and return a list / array with every value flipped

https://comp110.com/topics/functional-programming/map-and-the-transform-interface



Reducer

Special functional interface that defines a function that takes in two elements 
(a memo and an item) and reduces a list to one value.

https://comp110.com/topics/functional-programming/reduce-and-the-reducer-interface



Reduce

The process of taking in a list / array and outputting a single value after 
processing the entire list / array.

Ex. 

Take in a number list and return the highest number in the list / array.
Take in a string list / array and return all of the strings concatenated together in 
order.
Take in a number list / array and return true if every number is 5

https://comp110.com/topics/functional-programming/reduce-and-the-reducer-interface



Aside

All Predicate, Transform, and Reducer functions can be used for both arrays 
AND lists!



NOW IT’S TIME FOR

DECODE

THAT

MESSAGE



Filtering

null“into” “water” “land” “yard” “go fish”

“into” “land” null“yard”

https://comp110.com/topics/functional-programming/filter

I only like words with 4 letters



Mapping

“into” “land” null“yard”

“i” “l” null“y”

https://comp110.com/topics/functional-programming/map-and-the-transform-interface

I’m only really concerned with the first letter.



Reduce

“i” “l” null“y”

“ily”

https://comp110.com/topics/functional-programming/reduce-and-the-reducer-interface

Combine them to reveal the hidden message



Filter, Map, Reduce

null“into” “water” “land” “yard” “go fish”

“into” “land” null“yard”

“i” “l” null“y”

“ily”

https://comp110.com/topics/functional-programming/filter-map-reduce-pipeline



Function Literals

We can define functions inline for use with higher order functions.

Take the inc function for example
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Function Literals

We can define functions inline for use with higher order functions.

Take the inc function for example: Literal!



Check-in

Talk to your neighbor about your favorite thing to do in the snow

Check-in Code: 11946



Classes

● A class is a blueprint for an object
● Defining a class is effectively creating a new data type

○ Class definition specifies properties

● Instances of a class are called objects
● Syntax: 

     class <ClassName> {

     <propertyOne>: <type> = <defaultValue>;

     <propertyOne>: <type> = <defaultValue>;

     }

TOPICS PAGE

https://comp110.com/topics/object-oriented-programming/classes-objects-overview


Properties

Every object of the same class will have the same properties and these 
properties have the same default values  

<property>: <type> = <defaultValue>;

You can change these properties for an object: 

      <objectName>.<propertyName> = <defaultValue>;

TOPICS PAGE

https://comp110.com/topics/object-oriented-programming/classes-objects-overview


Objects

Objects are specific implementations of a class

All objects of a class have the same properties, but can have different values 
for those properties

To create a new object, use the new keyword:

let <objectName> = new <ClassName>();

TOPICS PAGE

https://comp110.com/topics/object-oriented-programming/classes-objects-overview


Constructing Objects

“Construct” a new object with the keyword new: 
let <objectName> = new <ClassName>();

● Processor constructs a new object in heap memory to keep track of the 
object’s properties

● Properties are initially default values specified in the class definition

Constructor
Creates new object & 

prepares it for use

TOPICS PAGE

https://comp110.com/topics/object-oriented-programming/classes-objects-overview


Accessing + Assigning Properties

To access a property: 

<object>.<property>

What is <object>’s <property> 
value?

Assign <object>’s <property> 
value to be <value>

To assign a property: 

<object>.<property> = <value>;

TOPICS PAGE

https://comp110.com/topics/object-oriented-programming/classes-objects-overview


Object-Oriented Programming

Enable objects to have capabilities 

Building blocks of OOP: 

Classes, objects, properties, methods, and constructors

TOPICS PAGE

https://comp110.com/topics/object-oriented-programming/classes-objects-overview


Methods

● Functions defined in classes 
○ Able to call a method on any object of that class using the dot operator

Syntax: 

class ClassName {
<methodName>(<parameters>): <returnType> {

// method body
}

}

TOPICS PAGE

https://comp110.com/topics/object-oriented-programming/methods


this keyword

● Refers to the object that the method was called upon 
○ The object to the left of the dot operator in the method call

TOPICS PAGE

https://comp110.com/topics/object-oriented-programming/classes-objects-overview


Constructors

● A method named constructor that exists for all classes
● Return type is an object of its class (i.e, it constructs an object)
● Let you: 

○ Specify initial values of properties upon the construction of an object 
○ Initialize an object’s properties 

TOPICS PAGE

https://comp110.com/topics/object-oriented-programming/constructors


An Example



Questions?



GOOD 
LUCK!!


